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ByJACKIE COOPERMAN

A
s the cognoscenti descend on Manhat-
tan for the city’s month-long NYCxDe-
sign celebration, Soho furniture firm
Egg Collective is mounting an object
lesson in creativity and perseverance

with “Designing Women II: Masters, Mavericks
& Mavens.” Running through June 1, the exhibit
features textiles, furniture, jewelry and lighting
from 20 female designers in eight countries.
“We’re not looking for ‘feminine’ design. We’re
looking for great design, period,” explains
Hillary Petrie of Egg Collective. “We’re also
highlighting the gap in opportunity and repre-
sentation in our industry.”

Lauding important but often overlooked
designers past and present, the show at Egg
Collective’s 2,000-square-foot showroom at 304
Hudson St. includes vintage pieces like Nanna
Ditzel’s 1956 Oda Chair. In an act of benevolent
resistance to traditional gallery practices, Egg
Collective won’t take a commission on works,
priced between $250 and $125,000. Out of all the
designers on display, we’ve profiled four with
local ties. Adds co-curator Lora Appleton, “I

think the political
climate is, in an
odd way, encour-
aging women to
be truer to our-
selves, and truer
to our work.”

Meet the female
furniture
designers
on the rise

CHAIR WOMEN

Nanna Ditzel’s Oda
Chair is one of the
works by female

makers on display
this month.
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INSIDEHollyHunter is sellingher FortGreenebrownstone, p.41[ ]
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 Egg Collective
Stephanie Beamer, Hillary Petrie and

Crystal Ellis met in 2002, architecture
majors at Washington University in St.
Louis’ first class to have as many female as
male students. Acclaimed for their urbane
furniture, the 34-year-olds founded Egg
Collective, designing and manufacturing
all of their work in New York (Egg
Collective.com).

“We’ve always wanted our work to
stand on its own and not be thought
of as ‘feminine’ or important because
it was designed by women,” Beamer

says. “Unfortunately, it’s not that simple.
It’s important to recognize the deficit
that exists between women studying
architecture and women practicing it.”

Last year, inspired by the Women’s
March, they created the first “Designing
Women” exhibit. This year, they added the
tagline “Masters, Mavericks & Mavens”
and are using the occasion to meet their
heroines.

“We’ve always idolized Mira
Nakashima,” Petrie says. “We do our own
woodworking. There are very few women
in manufacturing — even less than in

design. It’s inspiring to see someone who
has been able to expand upon a craft-
based studio.”

The trio is showing a rectangular table
with a live-edge boxelder wood top and
stainless steel legs, as well as a round
table made entirely of walnut, each part
of the Kenny dining series. They’re also
debuting the oak wood Phillips credenza,
an elegant storage piece with brass pulls.

“We name all of our pieces after
friends and family,” Beamer says. “We
truly believe the spirit of the piece has a
relationship to the name.”

Stephanie
Beamer, Hillary

Petrie and Crystal
Ellis founded

downtown furniture
company Egg

Collective.

TURNPAGEFORMOREFROMTHEDESIGNERS
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Woodworker
Mira

Nakashima
crafts tables,

lamps,
chairs and

other objects
out of her
New Hope,

Penn.studio.
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Kristin
Victoria Barron
Los Angeles-based Kristin Victoria

Barron, 37, trained in ceramics and
interior design at NYU and Pratt before
transitioning into stone, wood and metal
sculptures and lighting (Kriest.com).
Barron, represented by the prominent

contemporary dealers Future Perfect, is
a veteran of the city’s gallery scene, but
was unprepared for Egg Collective’s offer.
“I nearly fell out of my chair when Lora

told me they weren’t taking a cut,” she
says. At DesigningWomen II, Barron
is showing her dream-inspired Flood
Series lamp, created with creamy Italian
statuary marble during her residency at
the Villa Lena in Tuscany.

“This is the most personal work
I’ve ever made,” she says. “It’s based
on a terrifying dream I had, about epic
earth floods. I’m interested in archetypal
images and the unconscious.”
Barron’s hand-carved marble-and-

stainless steel lamp, finished with
bracketing by a New York artisan, is
powerful and elegant — revealing the
evolution of her own career.
“A lot of our cultural images and myths

are shifting,” she says. “When I first
started working in architecture, I was
young and wanted to be taken seriously,
so I worked really hard to desexualize
myself. You can tell your story now
without having to self-monitor.”

Mira
Nakashima
At 76, with

architecture degrees
from Harvard and Tokyo’s
Waseda University,
Mira Nakashima is a
woodworking legend who
followed in the footsteps
of her father George
Nakashima, who died in
1990.
Renowned for her

organically shaped furniture
in materials like redwood
and walnut, New Hope,
Penn.-based Nakashima
has furthered her father’s
success, an endeavor she
admits nearly failed (NakashimaWoodworker.com).
“It wasn’t seamless. We almost disappeared whenmy

father first died. People thought the work should be much
less expensive because the master wasn’t there to sign it.
There was this myth that Dad was working alone, when in
fact he had me and 12 men working with him for 20 years
and no one else ever got credit,” Nakashima says. “I don’t
know if it would have been different if I was a male heir.”
Nakashima’s perseverance has led to exhibits of her

Keisho (an homage to her father, the name is Japanese for
“continuation”) Collection of tables, chairs, consoles and
sculptures at Manhattan galleries like Chamber, Cristina
Grajales and Perry Rubenstein, and a Peace Altar commission
for the Cathedral of St. John the Divine.
At DesigningWomen II, Nakashima is exhibiting her 2006

redwood console table with a walnut base. “The walnut
is from Pennsylvania, and the redwood from California,”
she says. “Wood is mymuse. Each piece is different, as all
humans are.”

Katie Stout
Katie Stout, 29, brings fierce irreverence to

her multimedia work, sold by contemporary
Tribeca gallery R and Company (KatieStout.
com). At DesigningWomen II, the Brooklyn-
based artist is showing Unique Shelf, a nearly
7-foot-tall fiberglass, resin and pulp sculpture
crafted last year (pictured below right).
“I made it out of cardboard and studio

trash. I’m a bit of a hoarder,” says Stout,
whose work also includes furniture pieces like
side tables and chairs. “I work with cardboard,
clay, scrap wood, metal and foam. It’s low-
pressure, and it frees me up to be more
experimental and not so precious.”
Injecting her work with whimsy, Stout also

includes personal esoterica, pasting in barely
legible secret notes from old diaries and
and even discarded bank checks. Stout says
she’s particularly excited to be shown
alongside provocative French sculptor
and design icon Nicola L.
“She was making feminist art in the 1970s,

but it wasn’t marketed as ‘feminist,’ ” Stout
says. “It was about community, but there
wasn’t a need to define what ‘art’ is and what
‘design’ is.”
That dichotomy arises frequently in the

senior thesis classes Stout advises at her
almamater RISD, where students often
question societal conventions.
“Their work really reflects how these norms

surrounding design — that men have been
designers and women the craftspeople — are
collapsing,” she says. “They’re talking about
respecting and listening to each other and
getting enough sleep. Six years ago, we didn’t
discuss that. It was far more masochistic.”

Maker fairest
Nakashima’s polished

redwood table with a walnut
base is on view this month.

Boundary-pushing Brooklyn designer
Katie Stout uses clay, foam, metal and
other materials to sculpt edgy pieces.

The Cenotaph lamp by Kristin
Victoria Barron (inset) is made

from brass, bronze, wood and gold.
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